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Summary
Working with the Shelby Township Parks, Recreation, and Maintenance Department, the CRAMBAIMBA organization (Clinton River Area Mountain Bike Association) has been afforded the opportunity
to maintain, improve, and expand on the off-road multi-use trails in River Bends Park. This
document will provide an overview of what was accomplished in 2012 and what we hope to do in
2013.

Review
At the end of 2011 CRAMBA-IMBA was given permission to expand the trail system to add 1.3 miles
of new trail that was unofficially dubbed the "Between The Trails Trail" (Figure 1). This was named as
such because it is located between the paved trail and the two-track that had formerly been part of
the old 5K Trail. This trail provided a single-track route back to the trailhead while simultaneously
avoiding the wider trails that are frequented by families and dog walkers.

Figure 1 - Between The Trails Trail

During the spring of 2012 a great deal of time was spent identifying and planning trail improvements
to ensure trail sustainability. At the end of March a trail day was organized to provide an alternate
route around a very popular section of trail known as the “Drag Strip” (Figure 2), which is built along
the face of a ridge. The face of this ridge has some unfortunately located seeps in the hillside that
make the trail unridable during the spring thaw and after heavy rains. The alternate route is located in
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a drier area along the top of the ridge and stretches for approximately 0.3 miles, paralleling this
section. It was cleared and made completely usable with one day of work from the ten volunteers
that showed for the trail day.
This new “Alternate“ route also provides an easier, flatter route that stays on top of the ridge for
those cyclists, walkers, and runners who are looking for another route through this section of the
park.

Figure 2 - Drag Strip and Alternate Route

From April through May several small projects were completed, re-defining or fine-tuning small
sections of trail. Towards the end of May a complete vegetation trim was performed to the entire trail
system, cutting back new growth hanging over the trail and ensuring that the entire route was
obstruction free. During the drier months of June, July and August the trails required very little
maintenance with the exception of the occasional small deadfall clearing or light trimming of
vegetation.
At the end of August a small temporary bridge was constructed to bridge a small stream in the flood
plain through which the Seasonal Loops run, along the sanitary sewer line (Figure 3). Feedback from
users after completion of this temporary bridge was excellent, as we found that previously many
would not use this section of the trail due to an unwillingness to ride or walk through the water.
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Figure 3 - Before and After Temporary Bridge

In September we explored the possibility of adding a better, more permanent signage to River
Bends, but it was decided to wait because of the new paved trail project for connecting River Bends
to Utica. This signage project will be revisited once the paved path has been completed. One type of
permanent signage that CRAMBA-IMBA prefers to use along trails are flat fiberglass markers such
as those made by Carsonite (Figure 4).

Figure 4 - Carsonite Sign Example (in Bloomer Park)

Also in September CRAMBA-IMBA started scouting and marking a new trail route in the far north
end of the park. This section was going to utilize old hiking trails that were in place but now
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deserted. The path finding was difficult in this section due to its extremely flat geography and
minimal drainage, but CRAMBA-IMBA was able to identify a 0.7 mile route for new single track trail.
October brought the fall rains that identified two overly wet areas of trail near the trail head. Two
corrugated plastic drainpipes were installed in this section to facilitate drainage and to decrease
damage done to the trails after rains.
In November we had a trail day and started clearing the new trail. This section was very labor
intensive due to the amount of fallen Ash trees and the amount of new 2-3 year old saplings that
begun growing through the area as the floor began receiving more sunlight. By the end of November
the trail was clear and usable by both pedestrian and cyclists (Figure 5).

Figure 5 - Newest Trail Section

While this new trail corridor is clear the new section yet considered complete. Within a few weeks of
it being usable we had some heavy rains that exposed problem areas. We had anticipated that these
would be an issue, choosing to establish the trail route then correct these as needed. Since the trail
goes through a swampy area we will need to build up or over several lower lying areas to maintain
sustainability.
Due to the onset of winter we were unable to start these improvement projects of the new trail. At
this time the trail is only usable if the ground and groundwater is completely frozen. If there is any
thaw there are sections of the new trail that are very muddy and impassable. As part of our trail
sustainability mission we have posted signs advocating responsible riding on the trails, asking users
to refrain from damaging the trails when they are muddy (Figure 6).
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Figure 6 - "Ride Dirt Trails, Not Mud Trails" Sign

As soon as feasible after the spring thaw CRAMBA-IMBA will resume work on this trail segment
working to bring it up to the same standard as the other single track trails within River Bends. In the
mean time we continue to maintain the trail to keep it open and passable. Deadfall is the major task
involved during winter but planning is also thought of.

Upcoming in 2013
For 2013, CRAMBA-IMBA is anxiously awaiting the completion of the paved path between Utica and
River Bends Park. We see to be a great addition to the park system that will open an avenue for
many more users to easily access this great park, particularly those who are traveling north from the
Heritage, Dodge, and Clinton River Parks.
With the completion of the pavement we will need to revisit some of the single track routing, but we
do not anticipate any significant difficulties with this. It is anticipated that some single track trail will
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be eliminated during this construction, so we will likely have to rework some areas to ensure a
usable route.
CRAMBA-IMBA is also looking to add more smaller features for more advanced riders. Most all the
trails now are geared for the novice to intermediate level riders. We would like to add more
challenging routes while maintain an easy bypass for those who do not wish the more difficult
feature.
We also wish to investigate the potential for more single track trails to the east of the ClintonKalamazoo canal eventually. This area will be more difficult to access due to the canal but with
proper planning we feel it would be a great addition.
In all, CRAMBA-IMBA, feels 2012 was a great year for recreational users in the Shelby Township
area. We know of cyclists from all over Metro Detroit that travel to River Bends not expecting much
for a municipal park but leave quite impressed and stating they look forward to returning. There are
many riders that frequent the trails from Warren, Sterling Heights, Troy, Rochester Hills, and even St.
Clair Shores. The amount of volunteer hours recorded show there is great interest in the park and
that CRAMBA-IMBA-led volunteers are willing to work to better it.
CRAMBA-IMBA can document well over 210 volunteer trail work hours (tools-on-trails hours) from
more than 20 different individuals that attended trail days or reported their time to us, adding up to
over $4200 in volunteer value. (Based on Independent Sector’s Value of Volunteer Time for the State
of Michigan: http://www.independentsector.org/volunteer_time).
While CRAMBA-IMBA makes an effort to document all hours worked, we know it is common for trail
users to stop and remove smaller debris from trails; time which is not recorded but is extremely
valuable as it helps keep the trail open and passable. If users didn’t value their trails they wouldn’t
make this effort.

Thank You
CRAMBA-IMBA whole-heartedly appreciates Shelby Township giving us the opportunity to help
create, improve and maintain a recreational environment that can be enjoyed by many park users
and not just mountain bikers. We look forward working with the Parks department in 2013 and
hopefully for many years to come.
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